SPIRIT SPEAKS on
RELATIONSHIPS
Channeled by Rev. Jim Webb

This class provides:
** New Spiritual Truths and Principles to form more
satisfying relationships (Continued on back)
** Powerful Transformative Group Prayers,

6 Mondays 7:30 – 9:00 beginning Sept. 19
7960 W. Beach Dr. NW in WDC 20012

**High Order Spiritual Healing Meditations, Group
Processes for transforming yourself, and your
relationships

“Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek
and find all the barriers within yourself that you have
built against it.” Rumi

**Individual Spiritual Counseling on Issues Unique
to You

According to God, relationships offer gifts of healing from
the universe. Relationships are
an outward reflection of your
inner consciousness and as
reflectors, can show you where
your consciousness is open to
love’s presence and where your
consciousness doubts or fears
love’s presence. Each human relationship, whether casual,
professional, familial, or romantic, gives you insights into
your relationship with God. Therefore, relationships are
guideposts for your growth.
This unique set of sessions will help you to understand the
spiritual meanings of your current relationships, help you
to heal them and use them as tools for your growth and
development.

** Opportunities to ask questions in a safe,
confidential environment specific to your experience
This special session is a rare opportunity to heal what lies at
the root of your relationship issues, freeing you up for the joy
that you desire. In these Spirit Speaks on Relationships
sessions, highly evolved beings will offer their unique
perspective and wisdom directly to you, and answer your
specific questions on YOUR individual relationship journey.
Each session will include a channeled session by Rev. Webb in
which individualized guidance will be provided Be prepared
to be immersed in the wondrously healing and transformative
light of these sessions!
Rev. Jim Webb is an accomplished spiritual teacher, author, psychic, channel and
coach. He serves as the Senior Minister of the Takoma Park
Chapel, and on the faculty of the New Seminary, Iyanla
VanZant’s Inner Visions Institute for Spiritual Development.
He has taught workshops nationally and appeared on
national television in conjunction with his books Pathways
to Inner Peace and The Keys to Enlightened Living. His
powerful teaching methods, wisdom, coaching and insights
have helped many to overcome blockages and achieve the
prosperity that they desire. He is also available for private
counseling and coaching and can be reached through
ww.revjimwebb.com.

